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Why do I choose Polaris Engineered Parts? Because I know a machine is only as strong as its
weakest component. I love my ride. I take it seriously and having the best is important to me. I
need every piece to fit together perfectly the way it was engineered to. Notice: Some older parts
displayed in this section are no longer available from Polaris. Contact your local Polaris dealer
for availability. Additionally any item shown on the schematic comes as a unit of 1. If you need
multiples of an item you must adjust the amount you order. In order for work to be performed
safely and correctly many parts replacement procedures and repair procedures must be done
by trained Polaris service technicians in a properly equipped shop. You must read the service
manual and be familiar with the service procedures before starting the work. Certain procedures
require the use of special tools that are not available to the general public and your dealer will
have to perform these procedures for you as necessary. If you have any doubt as to your ability
to perform any of the procedures outlined in this service manual, contact an authorized Polaris
dealer for service. Procedures indicated to be performed by dealers only could void your
warranty if performed incorrectly. The failure to follow correct procedures and use correct tools
could result in serious injury or death. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Filter
your results by vehicle See if it fits your vehicle :. Find Parts Go. No Records Found for Search.
Consumer Warning In order for work to be performed safely and correctly many parts
replacement procedures and repair procedures must be done by trained Polaris service
technicians in a properly equipped shop. Your shopping cart:. No Items. Shopping Cart. Buy
Maintenance Parts Online Quickly. As the industry's only youth sport side-by-side, the RZR EFI
is engineered to give kids 10 years and up the thrill of driving while providing crucial safety
features parents will love. This 6" ground clearance will allow you to cruise over any terrain,
including dirt, rocks, or dunes. The always-on headlights ensure clear visibility both for your
young driver and others on the trail. Made from reliable, durable, impact-resistant polycarbonate
material, this windshield will give you protection for many rides to come. This rugged brush
guard adds a sporty look and excellent front protection from brush, low-hanging branches and
trail debris. This Soft Top delivers great protection and value. Made of high-quality denier
solution-dyed polyester material, it is fade-resistant, strong and stable. This roof provides
passengers and riders protection from the sun and most rain. All pricing, specifications, claims,
and information contained on this website are based upon current knowledge available at time
of publication and are subject to change without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility
for changes in pricing or specifications. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies,
opinions, or omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Rated
4 out of 5 by Anonymous from Nice little ride I bought this a few months ago and my son loves
it. I just really think they should have offered this with bigger tires from the factory it pretty
much has no ground clearance. It does handle well and pulls two grown men pretty darn good.
Would of also been nice to had cup holders like a full size rzr and also would be nice to be able
to adjust the steering wheel without having to take bolts loose. But overall it is a nice ride for a
kid and has plenty of power for a beginner and easy to operate. Have many plans for it in the
near future like a big wheel kit and lower gears possibly a roof and more lighting and also a
radio for his tunes. Overall nice little ride. Date published: Rated 3 out of 5 by Jagerdude72 from
Review of rzr I have had this for about 3 months. It would be much nicer to have a fuel level
indicator. We have had the fuel warning light come on at inconvenient times. The front shocks
are sub par. They are not strong enough and the front wheels have too much camber. Five point
harness should come standard for safety. Motor coming inlet design is bad and clogsc easily.
Starts easily and speed is easy to adjust. Rated 2 out of 5 by Tilmon from Not what I really
expected. It is made for kids yes, but how does an adult fit in it to teach your kid. Very difficult
and uncomfortably is how. My kids are too young and inexperienced at this point to go on their
own or load. If you ride or drive with a kid without a helmet be prepared to have a few bumps.
My twins happen to be girls and they also have a tough time to steer at low speed. I could
probably go on and on. But man, right now this is hell. Very rough riding as well. Rated 3 out of
5 by Tlbjr from Hard steering My kids really enjoy there rzr however the steering is really hard
and the steering radius is about the same as my crew cab dually pickup. Rated 5 out of 5 by
Anonymous from Son loves it! Great for trail riding. Son loves it! We love to ride it on the beach
too! The decals were greatly damaged after first ride which is kind of a bummer. When you
spend that much it would be nice to have decals that stay on a little longer. Rated 5 out of 5 by
DJ Lyon from My daughter loves it. I bought this for my daughter after she had a particularly
bad accident where her 4-wheeler ended up on top of her. She is much more confident with the
roll cage and seat belt. My son rides a Polaris Phoenix and I would say these two vehicles pair
nicely together. The Phoenix gets around a little better, but it's close enough that you don't feel
like the razor is an anchor. My daughter used a Hammerhead Mudbuddy for a few months after
the wreck and the upgrade to the razor was insane. We love this thing. The guy at the dealer

said it wasn't great at cold starts, but we ran it through an Alaska winter with no problem. The
only problem is now every kid in the neighborhood is knocking on the door to see if the kids
want to go riding. Rated 5 out of 5 by Cissy from Safety I bought this for my grandson, 12 yrs
old. He asked me for one when he was 8 and I made him wait. He loves it. I love the no-run with
out seatbelt. Get Local Price. Menu Menu. Parent-Adjustable Speed Limiter. Keep your kids safe
by limiting their maximum speeds while still ensuring lots of fun. Daytime Running Lights. View
All Specs. Half Windshield. Learn More. Front Brushguard. Canvas Roof - Black. Compare RZR
Models. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop Accessories. You May
Also be Interested In:. Industry's first single-seat youth model. Sportsman EFI. Safe ATV joy
rides for kids. The RZR is a great option for the little ones. With Atvs and Motorcycles there are
several youth options but in the Side By Side market there is only one. Polaris recognized a
void in the industry and filled that void with the RZR The RZR is a fun and safe ride that allows
kids to tear up the trails the same way the adults do in their Side By Sides. Even though the RZR
is plenty powerful for its size, there is always more you can get out of it. At UTV Nut, we offer
several different performance options to get the most out of your machine. We also offer
additional parts and accessories such as roofs, windshields, bumpers and long travel kits all
designed specifically for the RZR As always, feel free to give us a call with any questions
regarding fitment or any other issue. For more information go to Copyright UTV Nut. All rights
reserved. Site Information. Please wait Sign in or Create an account. All prices are in All prices
are in USD. Select sub-category. Choose Options. RZR Swingarm Kit. RZR Snorkel Kit. Add To
Cart. RZR Front Brushguard. RZR 2" Lift Kit. RZR Full Windshield. RZR Harness Bar. Join Our
Mailing List for special offers! Customer Service. Call Us: My Account Sign In. Welcome Back!
My Account Sign Out. As the world's first youth side by side, the Polaris RZR is a hot item to
have when you've got kids that love to ride as much as you do. But if you want added security,
stability and customization for your ride, be sure to check out the selection of RZR accessories
and parts at Side By Side Stuff. From UTV wheels to safety harnesses, our selection of offroad
parts and accessories is sure to have exactly what you're looking for to ensure that your kids
get the safest ride possible. Plus, with our savings and selection, you can feel free to stock up
on things like RZR skid plates, windshields, doors, cages, and so much more for both your rig
and your kid's ride. At SideBySideStuff. Intake Exhaust Engine Performance. Skid Plates
Guards. Windshields Roofs. Doors Cages. Bumpers Hitches. Lights and Mounts. Seats
Harnesses. Wheels and Tires. Storage Racks Hunting. Street Legal D. T Approval Stuff.
Maintenance Rebuild. Rider Apparel and Gear. View all Categories. View all Brands. Enter email
to get product updates and promotion details sent to your inbox. All rights reserved. Quick
Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Polaris industries all-terrain vehicles owner's
manual pages. The VIN number B is stamped on a portion of the front left frame rail close to the
left front wheel. The engine emissions decal C is attached to the frame support, accessible
through the front right wheel well. Polaris offers replacement key blanks that can be cut to
match the original. Should both keys become lost, ignition switch replacement is required.
There are exceptions in the steering, suspension, and engine areas. Always consult the
exploded views or each manual section for torque values of fasteners before using standard
torque. PTO: Power take off. Regulator: Voltage regulator. Regulates battery charging system
output at approx. Page Periodic Maintenance Chart Polaris dealer. NOTE: Inspection may reveal
the need for replacement parts. Always use genuine Polaris parts. Page Maintenance
References Item Ref. Add oil to proper level on hours thereafter; Change Engine Oil Page 2.
NOTE: Filter is washable. Do not discard. Air Filter Service Wash the filter in warm soapy water
and allow it to air dry. It is recommended that the air filter be inspected as part of Apply air filter
oil commercially available to the filter, pre-ride inspection. Replace every two years. Always turn
off the fuel when the vehicle is related components before servicing. Start the engine and warm
it up thoroughly. Follow the factory cable routing as installed to prevent cable pinching, binding
or damage. Measure the distance the throttle pedal moves before the engine begins to pick up
speed. Install the new cable onto the carburetor slide assembly and body and disconnect the
throttle cable. Hand-tighten the slide cap sufficiently. Raise the vehicle and support it with jack
stands in order to access the underside of the vehicle. Engine Oil Level Clean area around the
drain plug. Maintain the oil level within the safe range on the dipstick. Do not overfill. Run
engine until warm. To check the oil level: Stop the engine. Remove the dipstick. Add
recommended oil. Serious burns could result from contact with the exhaust components. Allow
components to cool sufficiently before proceeding. Wear eye protection and gloves. Place a
drain pan under the main gearcase drain plug. Item Nut Type Specification Remove the drain
plug and allow to drain completely. Page Tire Inspection Lubricate the drive chain with Polaris
chain spray lube or an approved chain lube at the interval specified in the Periodic Maintenance
Chart. Lubricate more often under severe use, such Tire Inspection as in dirty or wet conditions.

Battery Maintenance Keep battery terminals and connections free of corrosion. If cleaning is
necessary, remove the corrosion with a stiff wire brush. Page Battery Removal NOTE: Battery
charge can be maintained by using a Polaris battery tender charger or by charging about once a
month to make up for normal self-discharge. Battery tenders can be left connected during the
Refer to specifications in the following illustration for proper spark plug type and Clean plug
area so no dirt or debris can fall into the gap. Adjust gap if necessary by carefully bending the
side cylinder when the plug is removed. Page Steering Try to move the wheel by an authorized
Polaris MSD-certified technician and hub by pushing inward and pulling outward. If toe
alignment is incorrect, measure the distance between vehicle center and each wheel. This will
tell you which tie rod Set steering wheel in a straight ahead position and secure needs
adjusting. Inspect the brake pad wear surface for excessive wear. Pads should be changed
when the friction material is worn to. This system provides ventilation for the valve cover and
engine crankcase to the air box. A one-way valve A allows pulses from the crankcase to travel
in one direction only, thereby vacuuming the crankcase. This system introduces air into the
exhaust system for more complete burning of the exhaust emissions. The air control valve A is
operated by intake manifold pulses from the intake manifold, which releases the air to the
one-way valve B to combine with the pull of the exhaust gas stream from the cylinder head.
Remove the exhaust pipe. Remove the screws that attach the fan shroud A to the housing C.
Remove the bolts that attach the fan shroud to the stator housing. Maintain inward pressure on
the tensioner body while removing. Refer to page 3. NOTE: Disassembly and Inspection Place
the hex bolt head in a vise and lightly tap the rocker housing with a non-marring hammer to pull
the rocker NOTE: Orientation of the components is important arm shafts. Replace arm if
excessive assembly and simultaneously lifting the chain. Inspect the lash adjusters for wear,
pitting, or damage to If not removing the cylinder for other service, secure the threads of the
adjuster or locknut. NOTE: Cam chain and tensioner must be removed. If no crankshaft service
is being performed, secure Bearings cam chain with mechanics wire to avoid chain falling into
the crankcase. Use care not to damage sealing surface. NOTE: Keep all parts in order with
respect to their If there is damage found on the cylinder head location in the cylinder head.
Check spring for squareness as Remove all carbon from valve with a soft wire wheel. Replace
spring if measurements are out of specification. NOTE: Servicing the valve guides and valve
seats Measure in two directions, front to back and side to side. The valve seat should contact
the middle of the valve face or slightly above, and must be the proper width A. Clean rocker
assembly, cylinder head, valves, and camshaft contact point on the valve will be very narrow,
and is oil supply passages thoroughly. Look for an even and continuous contact point on the
black marker, all the way around the valve face. Follow engine disassembly procedures to
remove the valve cover, rocker assembly, camshaft and cylinder head. Remove cam chain guide
at front of cylinder. Tap cylinder lightly with a soft-faced hammer in reinforced Closely spaced
areas only until loose. Remove all gasket material from the cylinder sealing surfaces. Inspect
the top of the cylinder for warpage using a straight edge and feeler gauge. Push piston pin out
of piston. If necessary, heat the crown of the piston slightly with a propane torch. Rinse
thoroughly, dry with compressed air, and oil the bore immediately with Polaris 4 Cycle
Lubricant to prevent the formation of surface rust. Replace piston if out-of-round Place each
piston ring inside cylinder using piston to push ring squarely into place as shown. Measure the
OD of the starter drive shaft on both ends for out-of-round. Replace flywheel if any damage is
found. Do not strike components or special tools with hammers or heavy objects. Before
removing the flywheel, remove the shaft collar A from the crankshaft. Remove the baffle plate.
NOTE: Oil pump is a replace-only assembly. Remove the oil pump galley cover, pump gear nut,
and balancer shaft nut prior to chain and sprocket removal. Install a new pump with the oil
galley pointed down as shown. Install with the oil galley pointing down Torque screws to
specification. Oil Pump Screw Torque: ft. Inspect chain for wear or damage. Inspection Replace
if worn excessively or as part of any crankshaft repair. Inspect the crankshaft main bearings
and cam chain sprocket for wear or damage. Note: Install new chain as a part of crankshaft
repair. Placing the bearings in a freezer prior to installation will assist the assembly process.
Install woodruff keys on the balancer shaft and crankshaft. Install and align the marks of the
balance shaft gear and the crankshaft gear as shown. NOTE: Slotted nut is left hand threaded.
NOTE: Apply clean engine oil to all ring surfaces and ring lands. Always check piston ring
installed gap before rings are installed on piston. If the piston has been in service, clean any
accumulated carbon from the ring grooves and oil control ring holes. Circlips become deformed
during the removal process. Do not compress the new clip more than necessary to prevent loss
of radial tension. Remove all traces of old gasket head and cylinder are clean. Remove all traces
of old material and apply a new base gasket gasket material. This can be accomplished using
one of two methods. Install the cam chain over the crankshaft. NOTE: Use this method only

when the stator is installed and cam shaft drive sprocket is in view. Rotate the crankshaft until
the single TDC timing mark Top Dead Center on the flywheel is view in the center of the timing
inspection window. Torque in 3 step cross pattern Apply engine assembly lube to all
components and assemble the arms, shafts and decompression components into the rocker
assembly. Install the stator and pulse coil. Route the wires appropriately to avoid contact with
any moving parts. Torque the flywheel nut to specification. NOTE: The stator, flywheel, starter
drive, and stator can be serviced with the engine in the frame. Apply a small amount of
Crankcase Sealant PN to the mounting surface and install a new gasket. Replace the exhaust
gasket and clean the spark arrestor anytime engine rebuilding is performed. Torque all
fasteners to specification. Disconnect the indicator lights and key switch harness Using a 6 mm
Allen socket, remove the 4 bolts retaining connections under the dash as shown. Remove the 3
push rivets from each side, retaining the Remove the 4 fasteners retaining the front of the rear
cab upper portion of the rocker panels. Disconnect the key switch harness or indicator light
connectors located under the dash as shown. Key Switch Remove Indicator Perform this
procedure in a well ventilated area, away from gasoline or other flammable materials. Be sure
the area to be flame treated is clean and free of gasoline or flammable residue. Elevate the front
end of the vehicle far enough off the ground to remove the wheel. Loosen and remove the 4
wheel nuts. Remove the cotter pin, castle nut and washer from the bolt attaching the A-arm to
the spindle. Use a strap or mechanics wire Hub Removal to hang caliper to prevent damage to
the brake line. Grease the spindle and reinstall the front hub assembly. Grease Remove the
seals from each end of the hub and press the bearings and spacer tube out. Install the brake
caliper and torque the mounting bolts to specification. Shock Spring Compressor Tool Remove
the spring and adjustment collar from the existing shock and install the components onto the
new shock. Remove the plastic tie strap retaining the brake lines to the Loosen the outer jam
nut and back off the inner adjustment swing arm. Loosen Remove Loosen Install a new tie strap
to retain the brake lines. Line up the upper shock eyelets with the frame mounting holes and
install the mounting bolts. Axle Housing Removal Elevate the rear end of the vehicle far enough
off the ground to remove the wheel s. Remove the axle clamp bolts from each side and remove
the clamp brackets to allow for axle removal. NOTE: Be sure the dome on the washer is facing
out, away from the rear hub. Remove the upper pinch bolt located under the steering pivot tube
assembly. Steering Shaft Installation Reinstall the steering shaft. Steering tie rods can be
replaced by removing the rod-end castle nut at the tie rod plate and spindle. Elevate the front
end of the vehicle. Verify the parking brake is still engaged. Set the parking brake and stop the
engine. Install the wheel hub, washer s , and castle nut, if previously removed. Page Brake
System Service Notes If noise does not change when brake is applied check other Noise is from
other source axle, hub, disc or wheel sources. Inspect and repair as necessary Use only Pure
Polaris replacement pads. Optional softer or Wrong pad for conditions harder pads may be
available Do not store or use a partial bottle of brake fluid. Brake fluid is hygroscopic, meaning
it rapidly absorbs moisture. Bleed Screws All : 47 in. Brake Pad Guide Pins: Set reservoir cover
loosely in place to keep debris out, but do not secure it. Close Install washer and a new
retaining E-clip. Align pedal with master cylinder clevis and install pin. Verify master cylinder
Parking Brake Adjustment actuator rod and pedal mechanism returns fully and pedal contacts
pedal stop on left side of pedal pivot bracket Place vehicle on a flat, level surface. Strap E
includes parking brake cable and rear brake line. Strap F includes Release parking brake. Cut all
tie straps. Loosen jam nut A and back out adjuster bolt B a few Cable routes on passenger side
of shift cables G as shown. At caliper end of parking brake cable, have an assistant push inner
cable into the outer cable casing as far as possible to maximize slack at the lever end. Hold 2.
Push Remove cable from lever arm. Push mounting bracket B inward toward piston side of
Front Pad Removal caliper. Elevate and support front of vehicle. Be sure dust boots are fully
seated on caliper bracket and on caliper body. Visually inspect disc for scoring, scratches, or
gouges. Remove hub assembly. Refer to Chapter 5. Replace the disc if any deep scratches are
evident. Remove 6 bolts and disc from hub. Each caliper can be replaced as an assembly.
Elevate and safely support front of vehicle. Remove 4 wheel nuts and front wheel. Lift caliper off
disc. NOTE: When removing caliper, be careful not to damage brake line. Support caliper so as
not to kink Install wheel and torque wheel nuts to specification. Measure the thickness of the
pad material. Replace pads if worn beyond the service limit. Measure Thickness Slide outer pad
toward outside of caliper body until it clears Rear Brake Pad Thickness the threaded stud.
Master Cylinder Fluid Service Limit. Slowly Install wheel and torque wheel nuts. The caliper
must be replaced as an assembly. Elevate and safely support rear of vehicle. Remove right
wheel. Bleed rear brake system. Place a container below caliper to catch brake fluid and remove
brake line from caliper. Immediately cover and seal Attach parking brake cable to lever arm with
one washer end of brake line to prevent contamination. Page Master Cylinder After installing the

master cylinder, perform the following: Brake fluid will damage finished surfaces. Pull moveable
outer sheave of driven out and push belt Push moveable sheave and spacer sleeve of drive
clutch as far down as possible to create belt slack. Install stationary sheave over shaft splines.
Start nut and tighten finger tight while moving belt and sheave to ensure FULL engagement
Drive Clutch Removal, Disassembly and of stationary sheave splines with shaft splines. Inspect
cam plate for wear on all roller track surfaces D. Do not grease clutch components. Clean any
belt material from sheaves with isopropyl Install rollers in moveable sheave. Install cam plate
guides H, Fig. Use a strap wrench to hold drive hub and remove driven clutch retaining nut. Pull
outward on driven clutch and tap shaft with a soft faced hammer to release drive hub from
splines. Inspect roller tracks E Measure thickness of friction shoe material. Replace shoes in
moveable sheave. Refer to Fig. Press new seals A into moveable sheave with seal lips facing
inward. Press seals flush with edge of seal bore. Fill outer cavity between seals roller area with
grease and slide moveable sheave onto post of stationary sheave B. Drive pinion gear D and
cables are in good condition, routed properly, and adjusted properly after transmission is
assembled shaft will stay with cover when removed. Remove retaining ring from drive pinion.
Push on splined end and gear end of shaft. There should be no detectable up and down or side
to side movement. Check splines and gear teeth for wear or damage. Remove detent bolt with
ball and spring. Remove shift fork shaft. Pull fork out of shift drum track. Pull shift shaft from
case. Remove shift drum. Push and release the spring loaded gear position switch Inspect shift
drum track G , paying close attention to Inspect input pinion gear for tooth damage. Push on
shaft corner areas where track changes direction. Inspect shift to check for play in bearing.
Rotate the shaft to check for fork guide H for wear or damage. Replace all retaining rings if
removed. Remove flat washer A , circlip B , shaft collar C , washers D one washer on each side
of gear E , sliding dog gear F , snap ring retainer G , splined washer H , gear with needle bearing
I , and thrust washer J. Use light grease to hold parts in place To assemble transmission,
reverse disassembly procedure, and carefully install shaft in gear case. After installation in the
frame, adjust shift cables in the If components were replaced you must inspect output gear
following manner: pinion depth. There need to install a shim pack with a thickness of. Remove
collar nut B using special socket PA Push shaft out of bearings. Inspect shaft and housing for
wear. Clean housing and inspect for wear in the bearing bore areas. The brake pedal switch
when closed, illuminates the rear brake Disconnect wire harness from each switch and connect
an lamp and completes the START command circuit. The brake ohmmeter across the two switch
wires. Periodically check the throttle free play. If adjustment is required, turn the throttle cable
adjuster until the free play falls within the acceptable limit. Install only the recommended
replacement lamps. If running lights are not working, perform the following: Disconnect the
harness from the faulty light. Disconnect the indicator light wire connections from the harness.
The indicator switch will be Overview visible between the drive and driven clutch. Use the
following flow chart as a guide for troubleshooting. Condition: No spark or intermittent spark. In
reverse gear, the CDI box retards ignition timing and limits RPM once it receives a ground path
from the transmission switch dark blue DB wire indicating the vehicle is in reverse. Reinstall the
fully charged measure the battery open circuit voltage battery or a fully charged shop battery.
The fuse is Two tests can be performed using a multimeter to determine the located in the
battery compartment. It contains sul- furic acid. Serious burns can result from contact with skin,
eyes or clothing. Antidote: Battery electrolyte is poisonous. It contains sulfuric acid. Serious
burns can result from External: Flush with water. Improperly connecting or disconnecting
battery Connect and tighten the black negative - cable last. Always stop charging if the battery
becomes warm to the touch. The starter motor is a complete service part. If it is determined that
the starter motor is the failed part, replace as needed. See the parts manual for correct part
number. Although the starter motor is not serviceable, it can be disassembled, tested and
cleaned. The reading should be Using an Ohm meter, measure the resistance between the. The
reading should be. Make sure they are not cracked or separated from housing. NOTE: Make
sure engine crankshaft is free to turn before proceeding with dynamic testing of starter system.
A digital multitester must be used for this test. Locate the starter relay. This manual is also
suitable for: R09va17aa. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to
utilize the functionality of this website. Need a power harness for your light bar? No problem.
Looking for a tail light plug harness to power your whip lights? We offer those as well. Whatever
you require in terms of wires and wire harnesses for the Polaris RZR, we've got the right
equipment to ensure a safe and properly-functioning electrical system. Some lighting
accessories don't require wire harnesses, but many do. And even if it's not absolutely required,
using a Polaris RZR wire harness can not only make the installation process easier, but with

harnesses that incorporate built-in relays and fuses, you'll be able to protect both your
accessories and your electrical system as a whole from shorts, surges, and circuit overloads.
So if your cube light kit didn't include enough wire for you to mount it where you want, of if
you're after a headlight conversion harness for brighter aftermarket headlights, we've got a wide
variety of electrical wires and electrical harnesses specifically made for use in the Polaris RZR
lineup of s
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ide-by-side vehicles. But these organizations also make safe, convenient, and reliable wire
harnesses for both their own accessories as well as the accessories of other aftermarket part
providers. If you want a fang light upgrade wire harness, we've got just the one for you and your
RZR. If you need a wire harness to use with a lighted license plate frame, we have those also.
While you might be able to cut, splice, and solder wires together ad hoc, by using wire
harnesses, you'll make sure that your accessories are not only powered correctly, but grounded
correctly as well. Choose Your Ride Select your model. Select Model. Shop By. Select from a
variety of payment methods and know your information is safe. Your payment information is
never stored on our site. My Account. Customer Service. Contact Us. All Rights Reserved. All of
their company and product names are trademarked, any use of their name is only to identify
their vehicles as it pertains to our parts and accessories. EPR Blog.

